
Zine Submission Guidelines 2021–2022

SUBMISSION PERIOD: January 1, 2022 – January 31, 2022
To be eligible for consideration, all submissions should be emailed to

uthothouse.editor@gmail.com by 11:59PM on January 31, 2022.

The Hothouse zine is the new, online publication of the Undergraduate English Journal! Our key
distinction from the print publication is that we accept visual art, we publish primarily online
through the Hothouse website, and we accept submissions from students of all majors at UT -
not just English majors. We accept all types of storytelling, but we plan on emphasizing visual
storytelling.

As defined by Scott McCloud in Understanding Comics (1993), visual storytelling is “juxtaposed
pictorial and other images in a deliberate sequence, intended to convey information or to produce
an aesthetic response in the viewer.” Obviously, this includes work like comics, cartoons, etc, but
we’re interested in all types of visual storytelling! Our online publication format allows us to
accept types of visual storytelling that ranges from photo essays to animations. The most
important requirement is that your work is narrative based. We are a literary journal, so we want
you to tell us a story. For the purposes of the Hothouse zine, visual storytelling can be
functionally defined as storytelling using both art and text.

We know that many zines have poetry and writing in them. While our primary focus will be
visual storytelling, since these types of submissions cannot be published in print, we will still
consider all submissions that are sent to us. You should consider submitting poetry or prose
writing to zine if it incorporates a visual element, if you are pairing it with an illustration, etc. All
of the boards at Hothouse collaborate with each other, so if we review your submission and
decide that it would fit better in the print journal under the fiction or poetry sections, we’ll get in
touch with you and let you know what your publication options are.

Email formatting:
● Subject line: [ZINE] FirstName LastName – “Title(s)”

Ex: [ZINE] Barrie P. Nichol – “Historical Implications of Turnips”
Ex: [ZINE/PROSE] Barrie P. Nichol – “Historical Implications of Turnips”
“Selected Organs – Parts of an Autobiography”
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● In the body of the email, please include your name, major, and a list of work titles with
their corresponding categories (prose, poetry, zine).

General guidelines:
● Each work should be a contained narrative and previously unpublished.
● We allow simultaneous submissions, but we ask that if your work is accepted, you either

withdraw it from submission elsewhere or inform us that you’d rather have it published
elsewhere.

● Acceptable file types: .PDF or .JPG. Please make sure the images are appropriately high
quality. If they are not, we may be in contact with you to photograph or scan your work
again.

● Please do not include any identifying information (e.g. name, EID) in the body of the
work or your submissions will be disregarded.

● Please do not submit more than 3 pieces per category.
○ And no more than 15 pages or images per piece (15 images, 15 pages of a comic,

etc.)
● Original content only: All art (including digital art, 8bit, photography) must be your own,

and all writing must be your own.
○ If you want to illustrate a well known text, your interpretation must be a

transformative departure from the original.
ex) Anonbea on Tumblr — “Well hello there, Chere.” In second year, we did…

If you have any questions about what to submit to Zine or would like some
examples to review, please email us at uthothouse.editor@gmail.com.

https://anonbea.tumblr.com/post/145908749496/well-hello-there-chere-in-second-year-we-did
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Frequently Asked Questions:

Who is eligible to submit?
Any undergraduate student is eligible to submit to our Zine.

To whom do I submit?
All submissions should be emailed to Sloane Smith, Editor-in-Chief, at
uthothouse.editor@gmail.com. Please note that there should not be any identifying information
in the documents themselves (e.g. name, EID), or your submissions will be disregarded. Please
also be sure to refer to our email formatting guidelines.

What if my work doesn’t use words?
We know that you don’t always need words to create a stellar narrative, but it must be clear that
your images are connected. Here’s an example of what that might look like: go wash your hands
— recently i got into a comics anthology even though… You can also use words sparingly, like
@skulkingfoxes’ twitter comic:
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https://iguanamouth.tumblr.com/post/166589066662/recently-i-got-into-a-comics-anthology-even-though
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If you have a standalone image that does not incorporate text, you should consider submitting it
to another journal.

How do Author/Artist teams work?
An author and an artist can submit in a pair to the zine! This could look like a submission where
an artist illustrates a piece of the author’s writing, a photographer who uses an author’s text,
etc.The word author here is being used loosely. There can be collaborators who work in mediums
other than prose can also be a part of a team. We ask that joint submissions have no more than
two artists/creators involved. We encourage artists to submit independent submissions when
possible, but we acknowledge that collaboration is sometimes vital. Both parties must have
explicit permission from each other to use and combine their work. Other Hothouse rules, such
as not reusing work that has been previously published, also apply here.

Can I submit to multiple boards?
You can and you should, but you should not submit the same work to multiple boards. We will
review it and determine where it best fits.

Wondering whether your submission would work for the Hothouse zine?
Submit it and find out! We will review all of the work we receive and let you know if we think
your work is a good fit this year. Our focus is highlighting interesting and innovative stories, and
we want the zine submissions guidelines to reflect this ethos. Basically, as long as your
submission is narrative based and incorporates visual elements, there’s a chance it could find a
home in the zine! We want the zine guidelines to encourage creativity and keep the focus on
storytelling, not restrict artists based on mediums, styles, genres...or anything else! If your work
tells a story or recounts a narrative, we want to see it.

May the works include explicit content?
Yes, but please use your best judgment.

When will I know if my piece will be published?
Mid-spring. Our release event will be in early May.


